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Birth environment affects many aspects of planetary 
systems: architecture, stability, composition, …

• Most stars – and therefore most planets –
form in clusters (e.g., Adams et al. 2006, 
Flammini Dotti et al. 2019, Li et al. 2020, …)

• Orbital architectures (e.g., Spurzem et al. 2006, 
Malmberg et al. 2011, Parker & Quanz 2012, …)

• Stability of multiplanet systems in clusters 
(e.g., Hao et al. 2013, Cai et al. 2017, Hamers et al. 
2017, …)

• Free-floating planets (e.g., Bonnell et al. 2001, 
Hurley & Shara 2002, Spurzem et al. 2009, …)

• Connect formation environment to observed 
field population (e.g., Cai et al. 2018, Portegies
Zwart 2019, Winter et al. 2020, …)
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Rizzuto et al. 2018; Livingston et al. 2019), and K2-231 b in
Ruprecht 147 (Curtis et al. 2018).

The current status of planet searches in open clusters is sug-
gestive of the rarity of planets orbiting stars that reside in open
clusters. In contrast, van Saders & Gaudi (2011) indicated that
low detection probabilities of planets in distant open clusters
cause the apparent lack of hot Jupiters, compared to the field.
Meibom et al. (2013) suggested that both the orbital properties
and the frequency of planets in open clusters are consistent with
those in the field of the Milky Way. Brucalassi et al. (2017) also
found that the occurrence rate of hot Jupiters in open clusters
is slightly higher than that in the field. Previous planet searches
indicated that planets discovered in open clusters appear to have
properties in common with those found around the field stars.

It is interesting to investigate whether stellar encounters can
destroy planetary systems in open clusters. The stellar encounter
rate with a distance of d in a star cluster is approximately written
as the inverse the time interval between encounters (tenc):
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where n is the number density of stars, v is the velocity disper-
sion of stars, and M? is the mass of individual stars in the star
cluster (Binney & Tremaine 2008). Here, we assume a single-
component cluster and therefore all star has the same mass.
Open clusters have typically central densities of 1–102 M� pc�3,
ages of 1–103 Myr (see Fig. 1), and a low velocity dispersion
of 1 km s�1. For open clusters, close encounters within 10 AU
from a host star are expected to occur on timescales of >100 Myr.
With a stellar mass function and structure of star clusters, how-
ever, it is difficult to estimate the close encounter rate precisely
using only such an analytic calculation.

Dynamical studies on planetary systems in open clusters
started from the origin of Jovian planets with high eccentrici-
ties; for example, 16 Cygni Bb in a hierarchical triple star system.
Stellar encounters in young clusters can rearrange the orbital
configuration of gas giants. de La Fuente Marcos & de La Fuente
Marcos (1997) applied N-body simulations to study the dynam-
ical evolution of planetary systems including Jupiter-like planets
in open clusters. Few Jovian planets on an initially circular obit
have eccentric orbits after a four-body interaction between two
singles stars and a planetary system. Laughlin & Adams (1998)
also found that even though encounters of binary stars is taken
into account, ejection of planets from the systems rarely happens
in open clusters.

In fact, ejection rates of planets depend on properties of star
clusters. Production rates of free floaters in star clusters change
in response to the velocity dispersion and initial stellar density
for dense clusters (Smith & Bonnell 2001). More massive clus-
ters with larger velocity dispersion enhance orbital disruption
of gas giant planets. In globular clusters, a high ejection rate of
planets was obtained from simulations (Hurley & Shara 2002).
Using N-body and Monte-Carlo simulations, Spurzem et al.
(2009) showed that disturbing encounters are rare for planets in
open clusters such as the Hyades, whereas Pacucci et al. (2013)
claimed that ⇠26% of stars lose their planets in the Pleiades due
to tidal interactions. In more recent studies, Hao et al. (2013)
and Cai et al. (2017) investigated the ejection of planets from
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Fig. 1. Relationship between central densities of open clusters (⇢c)
and their ages (tage). The data are from Lada & Lada (2003) for
left-pointing triangles, Bonatto & Bica (2005) for down-pointing trian-
gles, and Piskunov et al. (2007) and Meibom et al. (2002) for circles and
red diamonds (planet-harboring clusters). Each color represents the total
mass of each open cluster: blue (100–300 M�), green (300–600 M�),
and pink (600–1000 M�). Our target clusters and planet-harboring clus-
ters are shown by filled black squares and red diamonds, respectively.

multiplanet systems in open clusters. These results also sug-
gested inner planets (<10 AU), which RV surveys can detect,
tend to survive. Especially, short-period gas giants with semi-
major axes of <0.1 AU such as hot Jupiters are unlikely to be
stirred up in both young open and globular clusters (Davies &
Sigurdsson 2001; Bonnell et al. 2001). In addition, Shara et al.
(2016) claimed that a mutli-giant planet system in star clus-
ters may have a higher frequency of hot Jupiters as a result of
dynamical encounter of stars2.

Another possibility for the lack of planets is the failure
of planet formation. Disk stripping induced by stellar encoun-
ters removes building blocks for gas giant formation. Bonnell
et al. (2001) suggested that stellar encounters within 10 AU that
truncate tidally a planet-forming disk should occur in globular
2 With the exception of the pulsar planet, PSR B1620-26b in a globu-
lar cluster M4 (Backer et al. 1993), photometric surveys in three mature
globular clusters, NGC 6397, ! Centauri, and 47 Tucanae, have failed
to find close-in gas giants (Gilliland et al. 2000; Weldrake et al. 2008;
Nascimbeni et al. 2012). The frequency of hot Jupiters is less than
several percentages around various stars: M-type (Bonfils et al. 2013),
F, G, K-type (e.g., Mayor et al. 2011), and (evolved) A-type stars
(Johnson et al. 2010b). Non-detection of hot Jupiters that can survive
in the three globular clusters might imply that planet formation can be
inhibited in a metal-poor environment and/or in the presence of massive
stars, for example, due to intense stellar XUV irradiations.
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Dynamical interactions in young clusters affect disks 
directly and indirectly by changing the environment. 

space given in Table 1, it functions as a first indicator to
determine the relevant subset of fly-bys.

In the next step, we identify in this subset the fly-bys that
lead simultaneously to a population that represents the Kuiper
Belt reasonably well and produces Sednoids. Here one has to
keep in mind that after the fly-by the objects in the inner Kuiper
Belt region will be affected by interactions with Neptune for a
considerable time afterward. We do not model this long-term
behavior here. Therefore, it is not our aim to reproduce the
inner Kuiper Belt structure as closely as possible. Instead, our
prime goal is to obtain a good match for the Sedna-like objects,
while having a reasonable fit for the Kuiper Belt.

Figure 1 illustrates fly-bys of perturbers of different mass
(M2=0.5, 1, 5Me) that lead to a mass density drop at
30–35 au distance from the Sun. The top row shows the path of
the perturber star in the rest frame and the time-averaged
positions of the test particles of the disk. The color scheme
represents the eccentricities of the particles, with gray
representing the particles that become unbound from the Sun
owing to the fly-by. In all three cases it is apparent that a fly-by
creates in principle a similar pattern with an inner unperturbed
region and outside this area the eccentricity of the particles
increases on average with distance to the Sun. The bottom row
shows where the particles with the different eccentricities were
originally located in the disk (for details of the method see

Breslau et al. 2017). It can be seen that the fate of the particles
follows a complex pattern.
Despite the general similarity of the three sets of fly-by

parameters, there are considerable differences in the location of
the different regions and the relative portions of particles
becoming unbound or having similar properties. In short,
higher-mass stars lead to more compact configurations with
very few objects beyond 60 au—considerably less than one
finds in the solar system. We find that masses in the range
M2=0.5–1Me usually correspond better to the Kuiper Belt
population than fly-bys of higher-mass stars and are the only
ones able to produced objects like Sedna.
However, it is not only the periastron distance and the

perturber mass that influence the resulting population but also
the relative orientation between the plane of the disk and that of
the path of the perturber that are extremely important. In order
to obtain a good fit with the inclinations of the TNOs, the fly-by
has to be inclined and at a certain orientation. Going through
the so-obtained subset, we look for those that give the best fit to
all three properties—30 au drop-off, Kuiper Belt, and Sednoids.
Of the parameter combinations listed in Table 1, a very good
match to the observed properties is found for the fly-by of a star
of mass mp=0.5Me on an inclined orbit (60°) with an angle
of periastron of 90° passing the Sun at 100 au, which was
initially surrounded by a 150 au-sized disk. Figure 2(a) shows
the distribution of particles after the fly-by similar to

Figure 1. Effect of a prograde, parabolic fly-by of a star with (a)M=0.5 Me, (b)M2=1,Me and (c)M2=5Me that is inclined by 60° and has a angle of periastron
equal to zero. The perihelion distance is always chosen in such a way as to lead to a 30–35 au disk. The top row indicates the eccentricity distribution of the matter
with a central area of most particles on circular orbits and more eccentric orbits at larger distances from the Sun. The eccentricities are indicated by the different colors
given in the bar. The origin of the different eccentricity populations in the original disk can be seen in the bottom row, where matter indicated in gray becomes
unbound from the Sun. Note that in panel (c) the path of the perturber is not visible because it is outside the shown frame.
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outer disk and may 
contribute minor 
planets



Dynamical interactions in young clusters affect disks 
directly and indirectly by changing the environment. 
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Direct:
binary interactions 
may truncate the 
disk, drive spiral 
arms, perturb 
kinematics, …

1338 G. P. Rosotti et al.

Figure 1. Left: ALMA Band 7 continuum image. The white ellipse in the bottom right corner shows the synthesized beam, while the white star marks the
projected position of HD100453B. The contours show 3σ , 9σ , 27σ , and 81σ levels. Right: ALMA Band 7 continuum image after a high-pass filter has been
applied in the image plane. Two spiral arms, marked S1 and S2 in the figure, are clearly visible in the filtered image.

Figure 2. Left: CO J = 3–2 integrated intensity (0th moment) map. Right: CO J = 3–2 peak intensity (8th moment) map. No gap or hole is detected in the
gas, which extends inwards all the way to the innermost resolution element. Like in the continuum, two spirals, marked S3 and S4 in the figure, are very clearly
visible in both the integrated intensity map and the peak intensity map, although at larger distances from the star (see also later Fig. 3). The southern spiral S3
points to the location of the companion.

4.1 Disc inclination and position angle

Previous studies (Wagner et al. 2015, 2018; Benisty et al. 2017;
Long et al. 2017; van der Plas et al. 2019) found values of the disc
inclination ∼30◦–40◦, but only Wagner et al. (2018) and van der Plas
et al. (2019) derived these values from kinematical data rather than
from the emission morphology. These two studies used data from the
same project (although the former used only the low-resolution part
of the data set) but reached slightly different conclusions, motivating
the need to confirm the inclination value from our independent data
set. In particular, van der Plas et al. (2019) reported the presence of a
warp in the disc; they found that dividing the disc into two parts with
different inclinations, with a separation radius of 38 au, provides a
better fit to the data than a monolithic disc. They report a change of
inclination between the two parts of the disc of 5◦.

To study the disc inclination, we fitted the projected velocity
map following the method in Teague et al. (2018) using the code

eddy.3 We impose a Gaussian prior on the stellar mass of 1.5 M⊙
± 0.15 (Fairlamb et al. 2015), and we assume a distance of 103 pc
(Gaia Collaboration 2016, 2018). The best-fitting value is 35◦ for the
disc inclination and 145◦ for the position angle, which are in good
agreement with previous investigations; the fit converges to a stellar
mass of 1.27 M⊙. If we instead fix the stellar mass to 1.5 M⊙, the fit
converges to a lower disc inclination of 30◦. This shows that, without
a precise knowledge of the stellar mass, it is not possible to constrain
the disc inclination with a precision better than a few degrees.

Fig. 4 shows the residuals of the best-fitting model to the projected
velocity map. The spiral arms S3 and S4 are still visible in the
residuals, implying that either the motion along the spirals is not
entirely Keplerian, or there is additional radial or vertical motions
contributing to the line-of-sight velocity. Since the spirals dominate
the residuals, a better description of the kinematical data would

3https://github.com/richteague/eddy
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Dynamical interactions in young clusters affect disks 
directly and indirectly by changing the environment. 

Rubens (1636)

Indirect:
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The density of star-forming aggregates evolves with time.

Winter et al. (2018)
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Figure 9. PM vector map for 798 X-ray and spectroscopically selected stars towards Cygnus OB2 including 16 O-type stars, 34 B-type stars, and 748 X-ray
selected stars. The 75 most extreme kinematic outliers, as noted in the text, have been removed. The dots show the current position of the stars, while the
vectors shown the PMs, colour-coded based on their direction of motion to highlight the kinematic substructure. The grey box shows the border of the X-ray
observations used to identify members of Cyg OB2 and an empty black star symbol marks the centre of mass of the association as determined in Section 4.1. A
representative 10 mas yr−1 vector is shown in the top-left corner and a colour wheel showing the relationship between colour and PA is shown in the top-right
corner. The background is a Spitzer 8 µm image (Hora et al. 2011).

when using the centre determined by Knödlseder 2000), or whether
the entire PM sample is used or only those stars in the mass ranges
considered complete (for which the ratio is 62:38).

In the radial direction, there is an almost even split in both
the number of expanding and contracting stars (51+2

−1:49+1
−2) and

the kinetic energy (50+9
−7:50+7

−9) in both expansion and contrac-
tion (i.e. away from or towards the centre of the association), a
result that shows very little variation when different centres or
subsets of the sample are considered. When using the centre of
mass of the OB stars, the ratio of expanding to contracting en-
ergies changes to 43:57, the largest variation seen, and none of
the centres result in more than half of the kinetic energy being in
expansion.

In the azimuthal direction, there is a preference for motion in
the direction of decreasing PA with 66+5

−7 per cent of the azimuthal
kinetic energy in that direction and 34+7

−5 per cent in the direction
of increasing PA (this result is independent of the centre used). A
similar split is seen in the distribution of angular momentum with
61+2

−4 per cent in the direction of decreasing PA and 39+4
−2 per cent

in the direction of increasing PA. Since the number of stars moving
in each azimuthal direction and their mass distributions are very
similar, these difference must be entirely due to the stars moving
faster in the direction of decreasing PA. If this were a gravitation-
ally bound system this would be evidence of rotation, but because
Cyg OB2 is not bound (and may never have been bound, see Sec-
tion 5), it is more accurate to refer to this as non-zero angular

MNRAS 460, 2593–2610 (2016)
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The density of star-forming aggregates evolves with time.
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brighter limit, which more closely represents the sample of galaxies actually observed in the study,
is significantly larger than for the extrapolation—nearly two times larger for the Reddy & Steidel
(2009) samples and by a lesser factor for the more distant objects from Bouwens et al. (2012a). In
our analysis of the SFRDs, we have adopted the mean extinction factors inferred by each survey
to correct the corresponding FUV luminosity densities.

Adopting a different approach, Burgarella et al. (2013) measured total UV attenuation from
the ratio of FIR to observed (uncorrected) FUV luminosity densities (Figure 8) as a function of
redshift, using FUVLFs from Cucciati et al. (2012) and Herschel FIRLFs from Gruppioni et al.
(2013). At z < 2, these estimates agree reasonably well with the measurements inferred from the
UV slope or from SED fitting. At z > 2, the FIR/FUV estimates have large uncertainties owing to
the similarly large uncertainties required to extrapolate the observed FIRLFs to a total luminosity
density. The values are larger than those for the UV-selected surveys, particularly when compared
with the UV values extrapolated to very faint luminosities. Although galaxies with lower SFRs may
have reduced extinction, purely UV-selected samples at high redshift may also be biased against
dusty star-forming galaxies. As we noted above, a robust census for star-forming galaxies at z ≫ 2
selected on the basis of dust emission alone does not exist, owing to the sensitivity limits of past
and present FIR and submillimeter observatories. Accordingly, the total amount of star formation
that is missed from UV surveys at such high redshifts remains uncertain.

Figure 9 shows the cosmic SFH from UV and IR data following the above prescriptions as
well as the best-fitting function

ψ(z) = 0.015
(1 + z)2.7

1 + [(1 + z)/2.9]5.6 M⊙ year−1 Mpc−3. (15)
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Figure 9
The history of cosmic star formation from (a) FUV, (b) IR, and (c) FUV+IR rest-frame measurements. The data points with symbols
are given in Table 1. All UV luminosities have been converted to instantaneous SFR densities using the factor KFUV = 1.15 × 10−28

(see Equation 10), valid for a Salpeter IMF. FIR luminosities (8–1,000 µm) have been converted to instantaneous SFRs using the factor
KIR = 4.5 × 10−44 (see Equation 11), also valid for a Salpeter IMF. The solid curve in the three panels plots the best-fit SFR density in
Equation 15. Abbreviations: FIR, far-infrared; FUV, far-UV; IMF, initial mass function; IR, infrared; SFR, star-formation rate.
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Observations provide static snapshots of a dynamic process.

At 1 km/s, a star will 
move 1 pc in 1 Myr
(h/t M. Bate). 



Kinematic data from the Gaia mission suggests that many 
clusters are expanding.

relationship between the mass of the resulting stellar system
and its velocity dispersion.

We estimate characteristic masses, sizes, and ages for objects
in our sample using the data and methods from the previous
MYStIX/SFiNCS/NGC 6231 studies, but updating the values
with new distance estimates. Estimates of the system mass, Mcl

(corrected for incompleteness), are calculated using the
methods from Kuhn et al. (2015b)—the X-ray luminosity
function for pre-main-sequence stars is used to extrapolate the
completeness fraction, and star counts are converted to masses
using a mean mass of m 0.61=¯ Me per star based on the
Maschberger (2013) initial mass function (IMF). Kuhn et al.
(2015b) estimated typical uncertainties of 0.25dex on masses
estimated with this method. Median ages for systems are
calculated using the AgeJX method from Getman et al. (2014).
Half-mass radii, rhm, are calculated by taking the median

distance of stars in our samples from the center of the system.
However, in the case of the ONC where our sample truncates
the outer region of the cluster, we adopt the half-mass radius of
0.9pc from Da Rio et al. (2014).
These estimates may be subject to a variety of systematic

uncertainties, the effect of which is difficult to determine. For
example, mass and age estimates can be affected by systematic
errors in inference of stellar properties and choice of model
isochrones (Richert et al. 2018). Furthermore, Mcl and rhm
could be underestimated due to difficulties determining the
outer boundaries of clusters and the finite fields of view in the
MYStIX/SFiNCS/NGC 6231 studies.7 The derived physical
properties of the systems are shown in Figure 16, and the
values used here are available from the “data behind the
figure.”
The gravitational effects of the natal molecular clouds are also

likely to affect young stellar systems. The systems in our sample
are in various stages of gas dispersal. Systems are considered to
be embedded when the stars are reddened and projected on the
molecular cloud and revealed when there is little extinction from
the cloud. Partially embedded clusters are an intermediate stage
and often represent systems at the edge of a cloud or within a
bubble. The geometry of the system and projection effects may
affect how systems are classified in ambiguous cases.
Figure 16 shows the relationships between kinematic

properties ( 1Ds and medianvout) and Mcl, rhm, and age. Points
are color-coded by degree of “embeddedness.” Unsurprisingly,
embedded systems tend to be younger while revealed systems
tend to be older. There is no statistically significant relation
between 1Ds and embedded state. However, there is a statistical
difference (p 0.01KS < ) between the vmedian ou t of embedded
systems, which tend to have no expansion, and that of partially
embedded/revealed systems, which tend to be expanding.
Statistically significant correlations are found between the

velocity dispersion and both Mcl and rhm using Kendallʼs rank
correlation test (p<0.01). However, no statistical correlation
is found between the expansion velocity and the measured
physical properties. As mass and radius are themselves related
to each other, multivariate regression analysis is needed to treat
interdependencies. We use the R package relaimpo (Grömping
2006) to evaluate the importance of Mlog cl, rlog hm, and

Figure 10. Q–Q plot to evaluate the Gaussianity of stellar velocity distributions. The plots show theoretical quantiles vs. data quantiles, assuming that the data are fit
by a normal distribution. Lower values on the left and higher values on the right show an excess number of outliers with higher than expected velocities. The red line
shows the expected value for a normal distribution, and the gray shaded region shows a 95% test envelope. Only sources with no astrometric excess noise are used.

(The complete figure set (38 images) is available.)

Figure 11. One-dimensional velocity dispersion vs. expansion velocity. The
solid line indicates the division between contracting and expanding systems,
and the dashed line indicates where both quantities are equal. The data points
for the ONC (red) and NGC6530 (blue) are marked.

7 See Kuhn et al. (2017a) for a detailed discussion of challenges involved in
obtaining Mcl and rhm.
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However, a number of other systems have measured expansion
velocities on the order of ∼0.4 km s−1, but the magnitude of the
expansion velocity is not sufficient to reach the >3σ level given
typical uncertainties on an expansion velocity of ∼0.2 km s−1.
This group includes the ONC, SMon, Tr14, Tr15, Pismis24,
G353.1+0.6, IC5146, and V454 Cep. Overall, it is likely that
most of the systems in this second group have mild expansion
(Section 4.3), but the evidence for expansion of any individual
system is not definitive.

Not all systems are likely to be in a state of expansion. The
systems NGC1333, IC348, NGC2264 IRS2, NGC2362,
and NGC7160 show no evidence for either expansion or
contraction, and M17 and NGC6231 show signs of contrac-
tion, albeit not at a high significance level. M17 has a fairly fast
contraction rate (−2 km s−1), but the Gaia data are limited by
high extinction in this region, so the result is significant only at
the 2σ level. NGC6231 has a fairly slow contraction velocity
of −0.2 km s−1. Contraction of this system would be interest-
ing because NGC6231 is physically larger than most systems,
giving it the appearance of having expanded in the past.
Finally, the systems Berkeley59, LkHα101, MonR2,
NGC2264 IRS1, RCW 120, G353.2+0.7, and M20 have
large-enough uncertainties relative to the expansion/contrac-
tion velocity that results are ambiguous.

4.2. Radial Dependence of Expansion Velocity

Models for the expansion of OB associations suggest linear
relationships between expansion velocity and distance of stars
from a system center (Blaauw 1964; Brown et al. 1997). This
occurs because, in an unbound system, faster stars will travel
farther from their point of origin, causing the stars to spatially
sort themselves by velocity.

Figure 7 shows the expansion velocity as a function of
radius. For this plot, stars are binned by radial distance using
bin sizes of ∼60 stars, and expansion velocities are estimated
using the same method as above. We fit the points with a line of

the form y ax b= + using weighted least-squares regression,
where weights are proportional to the reciprocal of the
uncertainty squared. The slopes of the regression lines have
units of km s−1pc−1 ( Myr 1» - ) and intercepts have units of
km s−1.
For the ONC, which shows evidence for only mild

expansion, all points are consistent with the mean value. Both
slope (0.0± 0.4) and intercept (0.4± 0.3) are consistent with
there being either no or mild expansion. For NGC6530, most
of the points follow a positive linear relationship between
radius and expansion velocity, and the two points that deviate
from this relationship have large uncertainties. The slope of
0.6±0.2 is statistically significant, while the intercept
0.0±0.4 is not statistically significant. The regression
analysis, using the lm function in R, gives a p-value of
0.002, providing strong evidence that NGC6530 has a radially
dependent expansion velocity.
Several other systems fall into each class. Examples that

illustrate possible linear relationships between radius and expan-
sion rate include CepB (p=0.02), NGC2244 (p=0.003), and
Tr16 (p=0.08). For these systems, the slopes of the relationships
range from ∼0.5 to 1 km s−1pc−1. NGC6611 also shows the
fastest expansion in the outer regions, consistent with this pattern,
but the slope of the relation is not statistically significant
(p=0.06). Others systems, like Berkeley59, NGC 2362,
NGC6231, SMon, Tr14, and Tr15, show flat relationships—
the latter group includes both systems with and without evidence
for net expansion.

4.3. Fraction of Systems that are Expanding

Overall, 21 out of 28 systems (i.e., 75%) have positive
values of medianvout. However, calculating the fraction of
systems that are expanding is complicated by measurement
errors, which can change the sign of medianvout for systems
with small or zero expansion velocity. To evaluate this effect,
we include uncertainties on the medianvout in a statistical

Figure 2. Maps of the velocity vectors (magnitude and direction) for the best quality Gaia data in the ONC (left) and NGC6530 (right). The quality of the velocity
measurements is indicated by the arrow color (black for most precise and gray for less precise), with the maximum allowed uncertainties for each group shown by the
circles in the legend.

(The complete figure set (28 images) is available.)
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reference frame shown, there is some evidence for substructure. This
is evident on both small scales, where small and localized groups
of stars have similar velocities to each other (for example the north-
western group highlighted in Fig. 1), and on larger scales where hints
of velocity gradients are evident particularly in the PM vector map.
There is also evidence from Fig. 6 that the PMs have a preference
for east–west motion, as evidenced by their colours. At first glance
this might suggest evidence for expansion of the population in this
direction, though as we will show later the expansion is primarily in
the north–south direction (Section 4.3) and that the pattern seen here
is primarily due to the larger velocity dispersion in the east–west
direction (Section 4.4.2).

4.1 Kinematic outliers

A number of stars in the Lagoon Nebula have velocities that
are significantly different from the general population, which we
refer to as kinematic outliers. These stars may have recently been
ejected from the region due to dynamical interactions or they
may be contaminating non-members, but regardless, they usually
do not probe the kinematics of the main population that we are
interested in.

To identify these objects we calculate simple estimates of the
central velocity and dispersion in each dimension using the median
velocity and inter-quartile range (IQR), which is related to the
standard deviation of a normal distribution as σ = 0.741 IQR.
When the velocity distributions do not follow normal distributions
the IQR provides a useful, outlier-resistant method for estimating
the velocity dispersion of the bulk of a population. From this we
calculate central (median) velocities of RV0 = 0.37 km s−1 and
(µα , µδ)0 = (1.27, −1.98) mas yr−1 and approximate velocity
dispersions8 of σ RV = 2.89 km s−1 and (σµα , σµδ ) = (0.705, 0.446)
mas yr−1. Stars that fall more than 3σ from the median velocity
are identified as kinematic outliers.9 This gives 95 RV outliers and
66 PM outliers (35 and 47 in the two PM directions, and 16 being
outliers in both PM directions), significantly more than would be
expected from a normal distribution.

Since single-epoch RVs are heavily affected by binarity, the
RV outliers may be dominated by true members of the Lagoon
Nebula population that are in close binary systems. PMs are not
affected by binarity to such a degree and therefore these outliers
are expected to either not be part of the Lagoon Nebula population
or to have recently been ejected from the region in some sort of
dynamical interaction. The spatial distribution of the PM outliers
shows no evidence for being clustered like the majority of our
sources are, while their distribution in the CMD (Fig. 2) shows a
slight preference for occupying the blue-edge of the distribution,
suggesting that they might not be members of the Lagoon Nebula
population. Based on this, and since both non-members and recently
ejected sources will not help us resolve the dynamical state of the
Lagoon Nebula, we have not included the 66 PM outliers in the
kinematic analysis that follows, but have retained the RV outliers

8The velocity dispersion σµδ calculated here is smaller than that derived
from a full model in Section 4.4.2, despite the latter accounting for the
effects of uncertainties. This is because the IQR provides only a simplistic
proxy to the dispersion, but this is sufficient to identify kinematic outliers.
9Note that when this PM cut is transferred to physical velocity space it will
include a dependence on distance and causing it to vary if there is a large
spread in distance. However, the resulting change in velocity thresholds
is smaller than velocity uncertainties derived from the PMs, and thus not
significant.

Figure 7. PM vector map showing the radial component of the PMs relative
to the centre (median position) of our sample. The dots show the current
positions of the stars while the vectors show the PM over 0.05 Myr colour-
coded red if the stars are moving outwards and blue if they are moving
inwards.

(this may introduce a bias to the RV distribution, but this is likely
to be a very small effect).

4.2 Expansion and rotation

To study the large-scale dynamics of the Lagoon Nebula population
we first search for evidence of expansion, contraction and rotation
of the entire population using the method of Wright et al. (2016).
To do this we separate the PMs of our sources into their radial
and transverse components using the median positions of stars in
the population, (α, δ) = (271.080, −24.369) deg. Using the stellar
masses calculated in Section 3.5 we find that the kinetic energy
in the PMs is split approximately equally between the radial and
transverse directions with the former constituting 51 ± 2 (statistical)
± 3 (positional) per cent of the energy.10

The transverse component of the PMs shows a preference for
rotation with 65.2 ± 2.4 (stat.) ± 4.3 (pos.) per cent of the kinetic
energy in the clockwise direction. The radial component of the
PMs show a significant preference for expansion however, with
76.3 ± 1.7 (stat.) ± 6.7 (pos.) per cent of the kinetic energy in the
form of expansion. This is in agreement with Kuhn et al. (2019) who
found that the PM velocity vectors in their sample were primarily
orientated away from the cluster centre. Fig. 7 shows the radial
component of the PM vectors colour-coded as to whether they are
moving towards (in blue) or away (in red) from the centre of the
region. The preference for expansion is just discernible in this figure
as a preference for vectors coloured red rather than blue (note that
this figure highlights vector length or PM rather than kinetic energy).

4.3 Velocity gradients

To further explore the possible expansion of the Lagoon Nebula
population we searched for velocity gradients in our kinematic data.

10The statistical uncertainty is calculated from a Monte Carlo experiment
varying the masses and PMs of all sources by their uncertainties, while the
positional uncertainty is calculated by varying the centre used by ±0.1 deg
in each dimension.
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However, while their relationship to the dense gas is quite dif-
ferent, Figure 12 shows that the nearest neighbor spacings
between sources are quite similar for each evolutionary class, as
well as for the entire set of YSOs combined. There is a clear peak
in each histogram between 0.024 pc (5000 AU) and 0.048 pc
(10,000 AU). A similar peak has recently been found in the
nearest neighbor spacings of the ‘‘Spokes’’ cluster of protostars
in NGC 2264, where most protostars are separated by 12,000 to
20,000 AU (Teixeira et al. 2006). The peak in nearest neighbor
spacings among the NGC 1333 protostars and stars with disks is
half of the value found for the Spokes cluster. However, this peak

is consistent with the clump and YSO separations of!6000 AU
observed in the Ophiuchus region by Motte et al. (1998).

5.2. Surface Density Mapping

Following the method presented in Gutermuth et al. (2005),
we have constructed surface density maps for the identified YSO
distribution in NGC 1333 using the nearest neighbor method.8

Figure 13 shows a comparison between maps generated using
n ¼ 4, 6, 11, and 18 neighbors. The smallest n-value maps reveal
structure on very small scales. Most of the surface density struc-
ture in these high-resolution maps traces the dense gas structure
in the cloud quite closely. However, as we increase n and ap-
proach measurements expected to be more robust in the face of
Poisson statistics (for example, NN18 implies a surface density
signal-to-noise ratio of 4 on any given measurement; Casertano
& Hut 1985), most structure disappears, leaving behind only the
two-peaked nature of the double cluster.

6. FRACTION OF MEMBERS WITH DISKS

It has been demonstrated previously that the fraction of cluster
members with disks roughly traces the mean age of the pre-main-
sequence cluster members (e.g., Haisch et al. 2001; Hernandez
et al. 2007). Here we present a measurement of this quantity for
NGC 1333 in order to place it within the context of this trend.

Based on the overall structure observed in the density maps, we
have adopted a circular main region (labeled ‘‘Main’’ in Fig. 14)
that is clearly dominated by cluster members for measurement

Fig. 11.—Normalized histograms comparing the SCUBA 850 !m flux at the
positions of Class I and II populations in gray and black, respectively. This fig-
ure demonstrates that protostars are much more strongly confined to regions of
high gas density compared to their more evolved counterparts.

Fig. 10.—SCUBA850!mcontours with Class II sources overlaid on the left in green, andClass I sources on the right in red. The first contour levelmarks 0.05 Jy beam#1,
and each successive contour is double the previous level. Note that the Class I population traces the dense material much more closely than the Class II sources.

8 In summary, maps are generated by measuring the area A of the smallest
circle that contains the n nearest stars centered at regular grid intervals; the
local surface density at the ith grid point is simply "i ¼ (n# 1)/Ai and the
uncertainty in each measurement is equal to the density divided by (n# 2)1

=2

(Casertano & Hut 1985). We will be referencing nearest neighbor maps of
differing n throughout this work, thus we adopt the notation NNn to represent
this concept.
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Fig. 1. From left to right: a) VISTA-NIR image of the ISF (Meingast et al. 2016); b) IRAM 30 m integrated N2H+ (1�0) emission; c) N2H+
line velocity centroid (VLSR) and d) N2H+ Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM) as a function of declination. Map o↵sets are referred, in radio
projection, to the position of the Orion BN source (↵, �)J2000 = (05h35m14s.2,�05o2202100) (white cross). N2H+ contours are equally spaced every
2 K km s�1. For reference, the first N2H+ contour is superposed to the IR image. The location of the most prominent molecular fingers (e.g.,
the OMC-1 ridge, MF3, and HVF; Rodriguez-Franco et al. 1992) are indicated by red lines in the integrated intensity map. The magnitude of
representative gradients with 1 (green) plus 5, and 7 (blue) km s�1 pc�1 are indicated in the velocity plot. The position of the OMC-1 South clump
with the most blue-shifted velocity is indicated in both maps (green cross) and kinematic plots (green dashed line).

also Fig.1a). Tracing the gas at densities of n(H2) > 104.5 cm�3

(e.g., Caselli et al. 2002), the N2H+ emission reveals the intricate
distribution of dense gas along the main spine of the ISF. Sev-
eral branches and substructures are identified in regions like
OMC-2/3, in agreement with previous results (e.g., Li et al.
2013). Additional features, such as the molecular fingers
(Martin-Pintado et al. 1990; Rodriguez-Franco et al. 1992) and
the OMC-1 South region (Mezger et al. 1990) are clearly distin-
guished by their bright N2H+ emission. Disconnected from the
rest of the cloud, the emission of this molecule is recovered to-
wards the south, coincident with the OMC-4 region. The distri-
bution of the N2H+ (1�0) emission in our maps is in good agree-
ment with previous studies in the same region (Tatematsu et al.
2008). Compared to these observations, however, our data is

more sensitive and is better spectrally and spatially resolved by
a factor of 1.5�2.

3. Accelerated gas motions towards the ONC

We investigated the internal gas motions in the ISF from the de-
tailed analysis of the N2H+ (1�0) emission profiles. This in-
formation is obtained from the hyperfine fit of the individual
spectra following the same multi-line fitting strategy presented
by Hacar et al. (2017). This fitting procedure provides a full de-
scription of the gas emission in terms of the mean gas velocity
along the line-of-sight (i.e., velocity centroids), the FWHM, line
emission properties (i.e., intensity and opacity), and line multi-
plicity (or number of components) at each position in our map.
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Fig. 3. Surface density of the three populations, old (in blue), young (in green), and very young (in red) together with the position of the stars. The
plots have been centered on the ONC nominal center. All contours are normalized to the maximum value of the population itself. The location of
the stars belonging to each population (solid dots) are also shown.

magnitudes (and hence mass) of the two components in each
passband. When the mass ratio of two stars in the binary sys-
tem is q = 1 (equal mass binary), the unresolved binary sys-
tem appears 0.752 mag brighter than the individual component’s
brightness. The peak of the distribution of the green population
is ⇠0.75 mag brighter than the blue population (Fig. 1a) and this
distribution may therefore well reflect the presence of a popula-
tion of unresolved ONC binaries. Under the assumption that the
green and red sequences represent the binaries and higher-order
multiples of the ONC members, we derive a multiplicity frac-
tion of 39%. This number would support the unresolved binary
hypothesis given that this fraction overall agrees with that seen
for low-mass stars in other young clusters (Luhman et al. 2005;
Reipurth et al. 2014) and with the multiplicity fraction among
field M-dwarfs (Duchêne & Kraus 2013).

Besides the total fraction, the companion mass ratio distri-
bution plays an important role in shaping the CMD appearance.
Determinations of the mass ratio distribution for ONC binaries
are rare. Those studies that have derived mass ratios for close vi-
sual systems and spectroscopic systems find no indication for
an equal mass preference (Daemgen et al. 2012; Correia et al.
2013; Kounkel et al. 2016), that is, for those systems that lead to
the largest displacement in luminosity in the CMD. At most, the
observed mass ratio distribution slightly increases from low q

to higher q (Correia et al. 2013), although this result is most
likely a↵ected by incompleteness and selection e↵ects at low
q. Ward-Duong et al. (2015) performed a companion survey of
245 late-K to mid-M (K7-M6) dwarfs within 15 pc and found
that the mass ratio distribution across the q = 0.2 � 1.0 range
is flat. This seems to be a general result. Numerical simulations
of primordial binaries (e.g. Bate 2009) produce an f (q) that is
rather flat too. Moreover f (q) seems to be rather insensitive to
dynamical disruptions and interaction processes within the clus-
ter (Parker & Reggiani 2013).

The marked CMD morphology, and in particular the pres-
ence of the two gaps in the distribution of colors shown in

Fig.2c, allows us to investigate which combination of total bi-
nary frequency and companion mass ratio distribution could
explain the observed CMD, and which can be excluded. For
this, we performed Monte Carlo simulations and tested a range
of total binary fractions and mass ratio distributions f (q)4.
We randomly draw a star from the blue sequence (with its
r and i magnitudes) and, using the mass-luminosity relation
from Bressan et al. (2012), we determine its mass. We then draw
a mass ratio from a given f (q) distribution, and add a compan-
ion with a mass q m1. We then compute the color and magnitude
of the resulting binary and can then see where the thus obtained
binary falls in the CMD. Finally, we compare the obtained his-
tograms of colors with that observed in Fig.2c. A range from
40% to 100% in binary fraction and di↵erent f (q) of the form
uniformly flat, linearly increasing, quadratically increasing, or
step-like were explored. In Fig. 4 we show a number of repre-
sentative results.

It is clear that the canonical case of 40% binary fraction with
a uniform mass-ratio distribution, as shown in the upper pan-
els of Fig. 4, does not provide a satisfactory agreement with the
observations. Increasing the fraction of binaries even worsens
the comparison with observations, as does a lower total binary
fraction. We conclude that a uniformly flat mass ratio distri-
bution is not able to reproduce the observations, in particular
it is not capable of reproducing the obvious, significant gaps
in the CMD. When assuming other mass-ratio distributions we
can achieve reasonable fits (e.g., second to fourth-row panels in
Fig. 4). Here we considered as reasonable fit any solution with
a reduced �2 < 2 which indicates that it can be trusted with
99.5% confidence. The solutions come with some caveats, how-
ever. A linearly increasing f (q) (second-row panels of Fig. 4)
appears only possible in combination with a total binary frac-
tion of around 60%. However, such high overall binary frequen-
cies among ONC low-mass stars are not observed. For visual

4 We note that when doing this, we only use the blue and green popu-
lations, and ignore for now the red population.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the visual extinction, Av, for the stars from
the three populations, old (in blue), young (in green), and very young
(in red). The inset shows the normalized cumulative fraction. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the Av distribution of the
old and intermediate-young populations are extracted from the same
parental distribution with more than 5� significance. The very young
population shows signs of a slightly higher Av distribution but is af-
fected by low number statistics.

the ONC. The three distinct PMS populations found in our CMD
and their spatial distribution are not compatible with the pres-
ence of an old foreground population of PMS stars. Fang et al.
(2017) performed and extensive spectroscopic analysis of 691
“foreground” stars in the Orion A region and confirm that
NGC 1980 is not a foreground population. Considering that the
candidate foreground population studied by Bouy et al. (2014)
is located more than 1 deg south with respect to the peaks of the
density maps of the three populations shown in Fig. 3 we think
that it is unlikely to be related.

6. Three discrete episodes of star formation

In the previous sections we show that di↵erential extinction or
distance o↵sets are very unlikely able to explain the discovered
features in the CMD. The presence of unresolved binary and ter-
tiary populations reproduce the CMD morphology only if the
underlying mass ratio distribution is rather unusual (Fig. 4).

We here explore the possibility that age is the origin of the
discreetness of the color distribution of the PMS in the ONC.
We verified that the distance in magnitude between a 1 Myr and
a 3 Myr PMS isochrone from Bressan et al. (2012) in the r, r � i

CMD is indeed ⇠0.75, that is, equal to the the shift in luminosity
due to unresolved binaries. This unfortunate fact is at the root of
the di�culty to distinguish between the binary hypothesis and
the multiple-populations scenarios5.

In order to assign ages to the stars belonging to the three
distinct PMS populations, we use the measurements presented
by Da Rio et al. (2016, D16 hereafter). D16 performed a spec-
troscopic study of the young stellar population of the Orion A

5 We verified that the use of di↵erent combinations of filters would not
help in this respect.

Fig. 6. Distribution of the logarithm of the spectroscopically determined
ages for stars from the three populations, old (in blue), young (in green),
and very young (in red) with the best Gaussian fits indicated.

molecular cloud with the APOGEE spectrograph. In their work
they measured accurate stellar parameters (Te↵ , log g, v sin i) and
extinctions and concluded that star formation in the ONC pro-
ceeds over an extended period of ⇠3 Myr age. We have cross-
correlated our stars with the catalog of stellar parameters (in-
cluding age, temperature, and extinction) published in Table 4
of D16. We used these stellar parameters to study the properties
of the three candidate populations of PMS stars as selected in
Fig. 2. In order to have a sample which is as free as possible
from any contamination we removed stars from their study that
did not clearly obey a PMS mass-luminosity relation and that,
based on the e↵ective temperature, mass, and luminosity, cannot
populate the PMS region in the HRD. We were left with 111,
63, and 24 stars for the three sequences (blue, green, and red),
respectively.

In Fig. 6 we show the distributions of the ages derived by
D16 of the stars in the three samples. These age histograms in-
dicate that the three sequences that we discovered in the photo-
metric study have distinct ages, with the bluer population being
the oldest. We have fitted the distributions with Gaussians, using
a �2-minimization technique, to derive the mean and standard
deviation (�). As these are distributions of the logarithm of the
ages, we then estimated the corresponding distributions of the
ages and computed the respective 1-� and 5–95% intervals. Our
results are shown in Table 1.

This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the forma-
tion of the population of PMS stars in the ONC that was thought
to be the outcome of a single episode extended over 3 Myr is
instead best described by three discrete and sequential episodes
of star formation over the same time span.

D16 also provide stellar rotational velocities. However, spec-
troscopy only provides v sin i, where i is the unknown inclination
of the rotation axis on the plane of the sky. As we may assume
that i is isotropically distributed in the sky, it is possible to decon-
volve, using a Richardson-Lucy method (see Bo�n et al. 1993),
the v sin i distributions to obtain the distributions of v. These are
shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1, where it is clear that not only do the
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The star/planet-
forming environment: 

Johnstone & Bally 1999; André et al. 2010; Schneider et al.
2012; Peretto et al. 2014). Moreover this structure is directly
relevant to the formation of star clusters. As Myers (2009) has
stressed, filaments are nearly ubiquitous in the regions
surrounding active star cluster formation; indeed star cluster
formation is often observed at the junctions of molecular
filaments (for instance, in the Rosette molecular cloud;
Schneider et al. 2012). In some cases, such as Serpens South,
accretion along filaments has been inferred from molecular line
kinematics (e.g., Kirk et al. 2013) or via chemical signatures
(Friesen et al. 2013). Tackenberg et al. (2014), who map N2H

+

toward 17 Herschel filaments, find several examples of
filamentary accretion flows onto clumps. Filamentary accretion
is also a prominent feature in numerical simulations of massive
star formation (e.g., Banerjee et al. 2006), which is analogous
to star cluster formation.

Second, there exists a clear trend for the most massive
clumps within molecular clouds to exhibit the lowest levels of
turbulent support against gravity. Bertoldi & McKee (1992)
found that only the most massive regions within several
molecular clouds (which are also the densest and exhibit the
highest column density) had sufficiently small line widths to be
considered strongly self-gravitating. Bertoldi & McKee define
the virial parameter a s= r r GM r5 2( ) ( ) to compare turbu-
lence against gravity. (Here s R( ) is the one-dimensional
velcocity dispersion of a region of radius r and mass M(r).)
Reviewing a number of more recent works and using more
robust dust-derived masses, Kauffmann et al. (2013) verify this
trend and show that it extends to remarkably low values of α, at
least for condensations of quiescent cold gas and dust without
prominent signs of star formation. As Kauffmann et al. argue,
this implies that the initial conditions for massive star formation
are either in a state of imminent collapse or suspended by
strong magnetic fields. These conclusions apply equally well to
the initial conditions for the creation of a star cluster.

Motivated by these points we shall concentrate on the
continuous infall of gravitationally bound matter, which is
organized in a filamentary fashion toward the site of star cluster
formation. Several implications are apparent.

1. Infall duration: The infall of a mass reservoir M rin ( ),
found within radius r of the cluster formation site at
t=0, will last for roughly the initial free-fall time

p=t M r GM8ff in
2 3

in
1 2( ) [ ( )] (in the monopole approx-

imation). This duration is intermediate between the
inside-out collapse of an initially hydrostatic state, for
which infall takes a couple t Mff in( ) because of the forces
which balanced gravity in the initial state, and the rapid
formation of a cluster by colliding flows of unbound gas.

2. Dynamical age of cluster formation: Because matter
accumulates in a dense central cluster-forming region as
matter falls in, the free-fall time on the cluster scale
should be significantly shorter than that of the reservoir.
Therefore, a proto-cluster’s formation extends for several
dynamical times of its parent clump (e.g., 6.2 clump free-
fall times in the fiducial model of Section 3 (Equation
(10))), and one should consider the physical state of the
cluster-forming region as this happens. In particular,
survival for multiple free-fall times strongly favors virial
levels of clump turbulence despite sub-virial initial
conditions, and this is a key feature of the model we
develop below.

3. Specific energy of infall: Unless the initial conditions are
highly magnetized, low values of the initial virial
parameter imply that the energy per particle of the
inflowing matter is close to its initial gravitational
potential. If the radius of the cluster-forming region is
small compared to the initial radius, then the inflow speed
will be close to the escape velocity.

4. Time profile of infall: The filamentary nature of the initial
state implies that the mass inflow rate is reasonably
constant—neither rapidly increasing nor rapidly decreas-
ing—as the cluster gains most of its mass. We illustrate
this below in Section 2.1 with a simple model that
displays a constant rate of accretion. Nevertheless, a
decline in the inflow rate or nature of the inflow remains
one possible cause for the end of cluster formation.

Given these points, we favor the following model for star
cluster formation. The initial conditions correspond to
elongated or filamentary molecular concentrations with low
virial parameters. While magnetic fields may support these
structures locally, magnetic support along their long axes is
unlikely (albeit not impossible; Li & Shu 1997). Collapse
therefore proceeds in the “rapid and violent,” nearly free-fall
manner envisioned by Kauffmann et al. (2013).1 A stellar
cluster-forming clump accumulates at the center of this
collapse, undergoes star formation, and evolves under the
combined effects of accretion and stellar feedback (Figure 1).
Because it gains mass over several internal free-fall times, we
expect the clump to be virialized, with virial parameter ac of
order unity.

Figure 1. Schematic of the star cluster formation scenario. Inflow, lasting the
free-fall time of the filamentary mass reservoir, leads to the accumulation of
matter over several free-fall times of a gaseous, star-forming clump, while
protostellar outflows and the massive-star feedback (photo-ionization and
radiation pressure) tend to eject matter. Both feedback and inflow drive
turbulent motions. The clump’s evolution, and that of the star cluster, are
determined by a competition between these effects.

1 Energy conservation during free-fall collapse implies virial parameters of
order unity (Larson 1981; Ballesteros-Paredes 2006; Kauffmann et al. 2013).
However during filamentary collapse, infall will be visible primarily as a
velocity gradient rather than a line of sight velocity dispersion. The virial
parameter of the collapsing reservoir will therefore remain less than unity
unless s r( ) is defined in a way that accounts for velocity gradients.
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Gas affects dynamical evolution by changing the potential, 
may produce ’gravitational feedback.’ The Physics of Star Cluster Formation and Evolution 19

Fig. 4 Two time frames of a numerical simulation of the evolution of a molecular cloud
with stellar feedback. Upper panels are maps of the column density. Lower panels are the
corresponding x�profiles of the gravitational potential at the y position of each sink particle.
As the expansion of the H ii region proceeds, the gravitational potential is flipped-up, and
thus, the stars are pulled out toward the edges. Figure from Zamora-Avilés et al. (2019).

Baumgardt & Kroupa (2007) show in a large parameter study that most clusters
are completely destroyed or lose a substantial number of stars. Those that survive
have expanded by a typical factor of 3-4. More recent N-body simulations vary,
e.g., the kinematic state at gas expulsion or the level of substructure (Smith et al.,
2013; Farias et al., 2015) and find that cluster dispersal becomes more di�cult in
more realistic scenarios (Farias et al., 2018).

Hydrodynamic simulations by Geen et al. (2018) and Zamora-Avilés et al.
(2019, Fig. 4) have shown that the dispersal of the parental molecular cloud could
have a “gravitational feedback” e↵ect on the newborn stellar cluster: feedback from
the newborn massive stars expels the gas from the collapse centre. Since neither
the parental clouds, nor the formed shells are distributed symmetrically around
the H ii region, net forces can even accelerate the stars towards the edges of the
cavity and may produce a “Hubble flow-like” (v / r) expansion.

5.2.2 Observed kinematics in young star clusters

Several candidates for stellar groups undergoing expansion or dispersal related
to gas expulsion have been found with Gaia Data Release 2, for clusters with

l Ori –like cluster from Zamora-Aviles et al. (2019)
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Disk lifetime varies with environment – density, dynamical 
evolution, and radiation field can all shorten disk lifetimes. Photoevaporation of proplyds 4901

Figure 5. The median percentage of proplyds (100 au) remaining with time
for two 100 M⊙ clusters with initial densities of 100 M⊙ pc−3 but different
numbers of massive stars. The green line shows values for a cluster with one
massive star (>15 M⊙) and the orange line a cluster with two massive stars.
The red data points are observational values from Haisch et al. (2001). The
grey data points are from Richert et al. (2018) using ages from the stellar
model in Siess et al. (2000). The coloured shaded regions show the complete
range of values from the 20 runs for each set of the different clusters.

4 D ISCUSSION

The initial conditions of a star-forming region will affect the rate
at which proplyds are photoevaporated due to the radiation from
nearby massive stars. The initial substructure and net bulk motion
of a star-forming region impacts the rate of disc dispersal.

4.1 Changing the initial conditions of star-forming regions

In our low-density simulations, highly substructured (D = 1.6)
regions disperse half of the proplyds within 1.51 Myr, more than
twice as fast as smooth (D = 3.0) regions. In simulations with a
Plummer sphere distribution, more than 30 per cent of discs remain
at the end of the 10 Myr simulation, almost double that of discs
within highly substructured clusters.

At these low densities, the degree of substructure matters because
a more substructured star-forming region is further from dynamical
equilibrium than a smooth region. When this occurs, a low-mass
star is likely to have more close encounters with a massive ionizing
star than in a smooth region.

In moderately dense initial conditions (100 M⊙ pc−3), the dif-
ference in the fraction of discs that are photoevaporated between
different initial spatial distributions decreases greatly, although
regions with a Plummer sphere distribution retain more of their
discs than regions with initial substructure. However, the average
of all runs indicates that the amount of initial substructure has little
effect on the survival rates of discs at these densities and fewer than
50 per cent of discs remain after 1 Myr.

The effect of changing the net bulk motion of the star-forming
region has a similar impact on the rate of disc dispersal as the
initial substructure has. For low-density regions (10 M⊙ pc−3),
the difference between the amount of discs surviving within a
collapsing and an expanding star-forming region is ∼15 per cent,
with the collapsing regions enabling more photoevaporation than
in expanding regions. Again, approximately double the number of
discs remain in expanding clusters than in collapsing clusters. In
moderately dense clusters it is similar, with the difference being
∼3 per cent.

For low-mass star-forming regions (100 M⊙), disc dispersal rates
are similar to those of in higher mass regions. Whilst the UV field
strength can vary due to different realizations of the IMF (Fatuzzo &
Adams 2008), these low-mass regions show that the mere presence
of a high-mass star (>15 M⊙) will cause disc lifetimes to be
shortened dramatically.

Our simulations are set up to mimic the observations of star
formation in filaments, where the pre-stellar cores have subvirial
motion (Larson 1981; Foster et al. 2015). The local velocity
dispersion is therefore always subvirial to some degree and because
mass-loss due to photoevaporation is so fast (equations 2 and 3),
most of the photoevaporation occurs during the substructured phase
of a star-forming region.

Previous studies investigating the effects of external photoe-
vaporation on disc dispersal rates assumed smooth and centrally
concentrated spatial distributions (Scally & Clarke 2001; Adams
et al. 2004, 2006; Winter et al. 2018b), replicating environments
such as the present-day conditions of the ONC. However, using
the present-day spatial and kinematic distributions to model star
clusters may not accurately replicate the dynamical history of the
star-forming region from which the cluster formed (Parker et al.
2014).

We cannot provide a direct comparison with the work by
Fatuzzo & Adams (2008) and Winter et al. (2018b) because these
authors assume initially smooth initial conditions, and we have
shown that the severity of photoevaporation depends on the degree
of initial substructure, as well as the initial positions of the most
massive stars. We have distributed the massive stars randomly within
the substructure, and after dynamical evolution these massive stars
migrate towards the centre of the star cluster as it forms (Allison
et al. 2010; Parker et al. 2014, 2016).

Furthermore, we have used the photoevaporation prescription
from Scally & Clarke (2001), rather than determine the pho-
toevaporation rate from the EUV/FUV fluxes as a function of
the flux in the interstellar medium (the so-called G0 value,
1.6 × 10−3 erg s−1 cm−2; Habing 1968). In comparison with
Scally & Clarke (2001), we find that discs are destroyed earlier
in ONC-type regions because the initial densities are higher (in
line with current observations; Parker 2014), and the star-forming
regions are substructured (Cartwright & Whitworth 2004).

An initially highly substructured star-forming region can become
smooth and centrally concentrated within a few Myr due to a
combination of violent and two-body relaxation. Proplyds in these
highly substructured environments will be photoevaporated at faster
rates than discs within initially smooth regions. Even though they
will both appear smooth within a few Myr, the percentage of discs
remaining, and possibly the population of planets within the regions,
will vary greatly.

The initial density of the cluster has the largest effect on the
disc dispersal rate due to external photoevaporation. The ‘mod-
erately dense’ clusters reflect the likely initial densities of many
star-forming regions (Parker 2014). However, we find that these
‘moderately dense’ environments are very destructive for proplyds
and evaporate discs at rates faster than suggested by observations
(compare the black points in Figs 1 and 2 with our simulated
data). Our results suggest that proplyds (or at least their gas
content) would always be significantly depleted in moderately
dense (100 M⊙ pc−3) star-forming regions, if those regions contain
massive stars.

Haisch et al. (2001) finds that the fraction of disc-hosting stars
in young star-forming regions falls to 50 per cent after ∼3 Myr,
whereas Richert et al. (2018) find that after only ∼2 Myr half of
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Disk lifetime varies with environment – density, dynamical 
evolution, and radiation field can all shorten disk lifetimes. 

Photoevaporation of proplyds 4897

Figure 1. The average percentage of stars retaining their 100 au disc overtime within a subvirial (αvir = 0.3) cluster. The amount of substructure in the
star-forming region is varied from highly substructured (D = 1.6) to smooth and centrally concentrated (Plummer sphere). Two different initial densities (10
and 100 M⊙ pc−3) are considered. Each coloured line represents a different initial spatial distribution. The red data points are observational values from Haisch
et al. (2001). The grey data points are from Richert et al. (2018) using stellar ages from the models in Siess et al. (2000). The coloured shaded regions show
the complete range of values from the 20 runs for each set of initial conditions.

substructured regions (D = 2.0), this time increases to 2.60 Myr.
However, the average percentage of remaining discs with time in
both remain relatively similar throughout the 10 Myr. For regions
with an initially smooth and spherical distribution (D = 3.0), the
time taken for half of the discs to disperse is 3.62 Myr. Discs within
Plummer spheres have the longest lifetimes (3.85 Myr), with an
average of ∼29.7 per cent of discs surviving for longer than 10 Myr.

Plummer (1911) models (and other models that describe smooth
star clusters such as a King 1966 profile or an Elson, Fall & Freeman
1987 profile) are intended to model dynamically relaxed systems,
whereas young star-forming regions are yet to relax. Therefore, even
a smooth box fractal (D = 3.0) contains kinematic substructure,
which causes the dynamical evolution of such a region to be more
violent than a smooth Plummer sphere. It is therefore unsurprising
that fewer discs survive in kinematically substructured fractal
regions than in Plummer spheres with a similar density. Fig. 1(b)
shows the results for star-forming regions with an initial density of
100 M⊙ pc−3. For discs in the highly substructured regions (D =
1.6), the time taken for half of the stars within the cluster to lose
their proplyds is 0.87 Myr. The majority of discs within the highly
substructured region (D = 1.6) are dispersed after 10 Myr, with
∼6 per cent surviving for the length of the simulation. The majority
of discs within smooth, spherical regions are also dispersed within
a short time frame, with only ∼3 per cent remaining after 10 Myr. In
Table 1, we summarize the average time taken for half of the stars in
a star-forming region to lose their discs for each spatial distribution
and Table 2 summarizes the percentage of discs remaining at the
end of the 10 Myr simulation.

In the low-density simulations, regions with more spatial sub-
structure photoevaporate discs faster than smoother regions of
a comparable density (Fig. 1a). The reason for this is that the
more substructured regions are initially further from dynamical
equilibrium than the smooth regions, and low-mass stars undergo
more close interactions with the high-mass stars as the regions
relax.

Interestingly, in the high-density simulations (Fig. 1b), whilst the
fraction of discs remaining after 10 Myr is lower than in the low-
density simulations, the initially more substructured star-forming

Table 1. The time taken for half of stars within the star-forming region
to lose the gas from their 100 au proplyds in a 1000 M⊙ subvirial (αvir =
0.3) region with two different initial densities; 10 and 100 M⊙ pc−3. Four
different spatial distributions are analysed; D = 1.6 (highly substructured),
D = 2.0 (moderately substructured), D = 3.0 (smooth), and a Plummer
sphere distribution. The highest and lowest values from the 20 different runs
are included.

Half-life of Proplyds
Fractal dimension (D) ρ = 10 M⊙ pc−3 ρ = 100 M⊙ pc−3

1.6 2.12 ± 0.51
1.11 Myr 0.87 ± 0.50

0.49 Myr

2.0 2.60 ± 1.36
0.62 Myr 0.67 ± 0.21

0.22 Myr

3.0 3.62 ± 1.68
0.89 Myr 0.65 ± 0.10

0.16 Myr

Plummer sphere 3.85 ± 3.70
1.34 Myr 0.84 ± 0.90

0.29 Myr

Table 2. The average percentage of 100 au discs remaining after 10 Myr
within a subvirial (αvir = 0.3) star-forming region from 20 realizations
of each simulation. The amount of substructure is varied from highly
substructured (D = 1.6) to a smooth and centrally concentrated Plummer
sphere. The highest and lowest values from the 20 different runs are included.
Two different initial densities (10 and 100 M⊙ pc−3) are considered.

Percentage of discs remaining after 10 Myr
Fractal dimension (D) ρ = 10 M⊙ pc−3 ρ = 100 M⊙ pc−3

1.6 16.40 ± 4.58
9.8

per cent
5.99 ± 2.88

2.67 per cent

2.0 17.75 ± 17.03
4.04

per cent
2.27 ± 4.04

0.92 per cent

3.0 21.60 ± 16.63
10.88

per cent
1.35 ± 0.63

0.42 per cent

Plummer Sphere 29.70 ± 18.95
14.98

per cent
2.81 ± 2.36

1.63 per cent

regions contain more discs than the smooth regions after 10 Myr
(and their disc-destruction half-life is longer, see Table 1). We
attribute this to the higher ejection rate of massive stars in dense,
substructured star-forming regions (Parker et al. 2014), which
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Figure 1. IPHAS Hα image of the Cygnus OB2 region displayed using a
logarithmic intensity scale. The image is 1◦ × 1◦ (∼24 × 24 pc at 1.40 kpc)
and centered on (R.A., decl.) = (20:33:20, +41:05:00) with north up and east
to the left. The locations of the 10 objects are indicated and numbered, with
arrows showing the direction of their semi-major axes and ionization fronts.
The positions of all known O-type stars are shown as red stars. DR 15 is
approximately 20′ south of this image.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the majority of molecular gas in the vicinity of the association
(Schneider et al. 2006), but recent observations have revealed
sites of ongoing star formation around the periphery (e.g., Vink
et al. 2008).

In this Letter, we present the discovery of 10 objects in the
vicinity of Cygnus OB2 that appear remarkably similar to the
Orion proplyds. In Section 2 we present the observations used
to identify and characterize them, in Section 3 we discuss their
physical properties and consider their true nature, and finally
in Section 4 we discuss the implications of this finding for our
understanding of the propagation of star formation in Cygnus
OB2. We adopt a distance of 1.40 kpc for Cyg OB2 (Rygl et al.
2012), whereby 1′ = 0.41 pc.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The objects presented here were discovered through visual
inspection of INT (Isaac Newton Telescope) Photometric Hα
Survey (IPHAS; Drew et al. 2005) Hα images of Cygnus OB2.
Here we present the observations that led to their discovery and
complementary data at other wavelengths. We enumerate the
objects and adopt the IPHAS naming system based on their
right ascension and declination. One of these objects, object 5,
was identified as an Hα emission source by Viironen et al. (2009)
and labeled IPHASX J203311.5+404141 during an automated
search of IPHAS images for compact planetary nebulae.

2.1. IPHAS Hα Observations

IPHAS is a survey of the northern Galactic plane in broadband
Sloan r ′, i ′, and narrowband Hα filters using the INT. Tiling of
the 0.25 deg2 Wide Field Camera field of view leads to almost
uninterrupted survey coverage across the Galactic plane at high
spatial resolution (1 pixel = 0.′′333). The use of a narrowband

Hα filter (λc = 6568 Å, FWHM = 95 Å) picks out extended
emission-line nebulae and point sources (e.g., Wareing et al.
2006; Witham et al. 2008; Sabin et al. 2010). A 1.5 × 1.5 deg
Hα mosaic of the Cygnus region was produced using montage,
part of which is shown in Figure 1 with the positions of the
10 objects discussed in this work indicated. This image was
searched for other structures similar to these, but none were
found down to the limiting resolution of the image. Individual
images of the objects in the Hα filter are shown in Figures 2– 4.
The r ′ and i ′ broadband images provide no further information
on these diffuse structures and are omitted.

2.2. UKIDSS Near-IR Observations

Near-IR observations were taken from the UKIRT Infrared
Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007, pixel size
0.′′4) Galactic Plane Survey (GPS; Lucas et al. 2008). The J- and
H-band images are broadly similar to the deeper K-band image
shown in Figures 2– 4.

2.3. Spitzer Mid-IR Observations

The Spitzer Cygnus-X Legacy Survey (Hora et al. 2011)
imaged Cygnus X with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio
et al. 2004) in four bands (3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm) and the
Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; Rieke et al.
2004) in the 24 µm band. Figures 2– 4 show the objects in the
IRAC 8.0 µm (pixel size of 1.′′2) and MIPS 24 µm (pixel size of
2.′′55) bands.

2.4. HST/ACS Observations

Object 7, also known as IRAS 20324+4057, was observed by
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) on 2006 July 22 (GO number
10536, PI: Sahai) with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS;
0.′′05 pixel−1). Observations used the broadband filters F606W
(λc = 5907 Å, ∆λ = 2342 Å, approximately V+R) and F814W
(λc = 8333 Å, ∆λ = 2511 Å, approximately a broad I filter).
Two observations were made in each filter, for a total exposure
of 694 s per filter. A color image of object 7 compiled from
these observations is shown in Figure 4.

2.5. Previous Identifications

Some of these objects have previous identifications, either
through their extended emission or their central stars; however,
none have previously been identified as proplyds or EGGs. Some
were detected in the infrared, the submillimeter, or the radio (see
Table 1). Objects 3, 5, and 7 were identified as possible OB stars
by Comerón et al. (2002) based on near-IR photometry and low-
resolution spectroscopy, suggesting that the central stars of these
objects may be more massive than the typical proplyds seen in
Orion. They found that object 3 exhibits possible H2 and CO
emission that could originate from a massive circumstellar disk,
as the mid-IR images corroborate, while object 7 shows Brγ in
emission, most likely originating from the nebulosity. Object 7
was also imaged by Pereira & Miranda (2007) during a search
for post-AGB candidates and was identified as an Hii region
with a bow shock. Spectra revealed nebular emission lines in a
ratio that implied photoionization consistent with ionization by
massive stars, rather than shock excitation.

3. DISCUSSION

We now discuss the structure and morphology of the objects
and consider the evidence that they are true proplyds like
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Figure 2. Images of objects 1–4 at different wavelengths. Top: object 1 in (from left to right) IPHAS Hα, UKIDSS K-band, IRAC 8 µm, and MIPS 24 µm. Middle:
objects 2–4 in IPHAS Hα (left) and UKIDSS K-band (right). Bottom: objects 2–4 in IRAC 8 µm (left) and MIPS 24 µm (right). All images are shown with north up
and east to the left and with axes in arcseconds offset from the center of each image. At a distance of 1.40 kpc, 10′′ ∼ 1.4 × 104AU ∼ 0.07 pc.

Table 1
Properties of the Objects Identified in the Vicinity of Cygnus OB2

Object No. Name P.A. Length Width Projected Notes
(◦) (103 AU) (103 AU) Distance (pc)

1 IPHASX J203453.6+404814 54 24 16 13.7
2 IPHASX J203453.3+405321 55 63 22 12.0
3 IPHASX J203443.2+405313 40 113 60 11.6 IRAS 20328+4042; Radio source (Wendker et al. 1991)
4 IPHASX J203436.4+405154 36 102 32 11.7
5 IPHASX J203311.5+404141 0 75 41 13.9
6 IPHASX J203318.8+405905 16 77 27 6.9 Submillimeter source (Rosolowsky et al. 2010)
7 IPHASX J203413.3+410814 80 77 22 5.6 IRAS 20324+4057
8 IPHASX J203410.5+410659 80 43 15 5.8
9 IPHASX J203419.0+410722 85 18 13 6.2
10 IPHASX J203447.4+411445 88 83 27 7.2 IRAS 20329+4104

Notes. The source name is provided in the IPHAS sexagesimal, equatorial position-based format for extended objects: IPHASX Jhhmmss.s+ddmmss, with “J”
indicating the position is J2000. The position angle (P.A.) is given as the angle measured clockwise between north and the apparent major-axis of the object. The
dimensions of the objects and the projected distance to the center of Cyg OB2 have been calculated using a distance of 1.40 kpc (Rygl et al. 2012).
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Fig. 2.— Spatial distribution of stars with disks (left) and without disks (right), showing the
position of the O stars (blue star symbols) and the 8 µm continuum emission contours in red (color
figure in the electronic paper).
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Fig. 2.— Spatial distribution of stars with disks (left) and without disks (right), showing the
position of the O stars (blue star symbols) and the 8 µm continuum emission contours in red (color
figure in the electronic paper).
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Structure in the observed distribution of disks (near-IR excess)

stars with disks stars without disks

Fig. 3.— Variation of the disk fraction as a function of the local EUV (bottom left panel) and FUV
fields (top left panel) experienced by the low-mass members. The spatial distribution of the stars
falling in each bin is shown in the right panels, with the different colors marking those stars falling
in the corresponding bin in the left panels. The star symbols mark the positions of the O stars.
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Ongoing dynamical evolution will mix stars with/without 
disks; unclear what structure to expect for multiple HM stars.

Reiter & Parker (2019)
using near-IR data from 
Preibisch et al. (2011)

*also note that 
images provide a 
2D projection of a
3D distribution



Difficult to identify 
signatures of disk 
destruction in regions 
with D >2 kpc.

correlator was configured to four wide spectral windows in dual
polarization mode centered at 223.99 GHz, 234.07 GHz,
220.87 GHz, and 237.02 GHz (the average frequency of
228.5 GHz, corresponding to l � 1.3 mm). The effective
bandwidth for the 223 and 234 GHz spectral windows was
2000 MHz, and 938 MHz for the 220 and 237 GHz windows.
The weather conditions were very good and stable with an
average precipitable water vapor of 1.06 mm and system
temperature of 60–200 K. The ALMA calibration included
simultaneous observations of the 183 GHz water line with

water vapor radiometers, used to reduce the atmospheric phase
noise. Quasars J1107–4449 and J1049–6003 were used to
calibrate the bandpass and the gain fluctuations, respectively.
Data reduction was performed using the Common Astron-

omy Software Applications package (CASA 4.2.2; McMullin
et al. 2007). Imaging of the calibrated visibilities was done
using the task CLEAN. The resulting root-mean-square noise for
the continuum emission (σ) was about 60 μJy at an angular
resolution of ´0. 03 0. 02 with a position angle (P.A.) of
-46 .34. We thus resolve structures with physical sizes larger

Figure 1. ALMA fields and the clusters Tr 16 and Tr 14 shown on a wide-field optical image of the Carina nebula (ESO). Red circles mark upper and lower limits to
the size of irradiation zones around each cluster (see Section 4). The ALMA fields are represented by the close-up images observed with the Hubble Space Telescope
and its Advanced Camera for Surveys instrument in the F658N narrow-band filter. Within the Tr 14 region, the circles contain proplyd candidates, whereas the squares
mark sources with near-infrared excess.
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Smith et al. (2003); Smith et al. (2010); Mesa-Delgado et al. (2016)

• Many candidates turn out to 
be Evaporating Gaseous 
Globules (EGGs)

• Candidates in Tr14 identified 
in Ha images not detected in 
mm continuum



Cluster evolution ties together the themes of this meeting: 
dynamical interactions, photoevaporation, enrichment, ... 3986 T. Lichtenberg, R. J. Parker and M. R. Meyer

Figure 5. Two-dimensional projection of the dynamical evolution of example stellar clusters with 104 stars. Stars !19 M⊙, shown as triangles, explode as
supernovae within t < tsim and are therefore gone at t = 10 Myr. Smaller stars are shown as circles, with colour scaling with stellar mass. Upper panel: fractal
simulation with rcl = 3 pc. The initially highly substructured cluster showed a complicated morphology with supernova progenitor stars in very dense and less
dense regions. Lower panel: Plummer simulation with r1/2 = 0.4 pc. Although dynamical mass segregation usually leads to the most massive stars residing in
the central region, some massive stars exploded as supernovae in the outskirts of the cluster.

supernova. Comparing the morphologies in Figs 4 and 5shows that
in Plummer simulations the stellar density decreased with increas-
ing distance to the cluster centre, with the supernova progenitors
mostly mass segregated in the centre. Fractal geometries could de-
viate significantly from this, as does the distribution of supernova
progenitor stars. As already discussed above, the volume in time
subject to photoevaporation is enhanced in comparison with frac-
tal simulations and if mass segregation were perfect, enrichment
timing would become a crucial issue. This was one of the central
critique points of the supernova pollution model by Williams &
Gaidos (2007) and is attenuated by the results of our fractal simula-
tions, where the issue of a star being in the ‘right’ zone is strongly
alleviated.

Table 4 summarizes our quantitative results for the enrichment
distributions, with fenr the fraction of enriched discs surviving dis-
ruption, perturbations, evaporation and dispersion until at least one
supernova event has occurred, the average values for ZAl and ZFe

and corresponding heating value in chondritic material ⟨Qr⟩. fQ > SS

indicates the fraction of discs with a higher heating value than the
Solar system’s initial value (compare Table 3). The trends discussed
for Fig. 6 can be confirmed from the average values.

The value of Qr, derived from the combined heating, bridges the
gap from the enrichment to the physics of forming planets. Fig. 8

Figure 6. Cumulative minimal distances to a supernova event during tsim
time for each star in simulations with at least one event. Stars within the red
zone were within 0.1 pc of a supernova and could potentially have their discs
destroyed, so we subtracted them from the enrichment analysis. On average,
stars within 104 star clusters lay closer to supernova progenitors than to
stars in 103 star clusters. Furthermore, fractal morphologies increased the
average distance in comparison with Plummer-type clusters.
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Future directions with future facilities

• Gaia – eDR3 expected 3 December 2020
• parallaxes and proper motions 
• improve membership
• kinematics for cluster evolution and dissolution studies

• Spectroscopic surveys: WEAVE, 4MOST, MOONS 
• radial velocities
• age and accretion indicators

• IR instruments to probe younger, embedded regions

ESA

NASA

4MOST
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional projection of the dynamical evolution of example stellar clusters with 104 stars. Stars !19 M⊙, shown as triangles, explode as
supernovae within t < tsim and are therefore gone at t = 10 Myr. Smaller stars are shown as circles, with colour scaling with stellar mass. Upper panel: fractal
simulation with rcl = 3 pc. The initially highly substructured cluster showed a complicated morphology with supernova progenitor stars in very dense and less
dense regions. Lower panel: Plummer simulation with r1/2 = 0.4 pc. Although dynamical mass segregation usually leads to the most massive stars residing in
the central region, some massive stars exploded as supernovae in the outskirts of the cluster.
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